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The Constitution

The Constitution has Number main parts. The preamble, the seven articles and the twenty seven

amendments. The Preamble is an introduction and tells why the Constitution was written. Article one is about

Congress or the legislative Noun . Article two is about the executive department. Article three is about

the Noun . Article four is about the states and how they Verb - Base Form each other. Article five is

about Verb - Present ends in ING amendments. Article six is about state laws have to agree with Constitution

and laws made by Congress. Article seven Verb - Present ends in S that the Constitution is ready for approval.

The first ten amendments are called the Bill of Noun . The first amendment states that Americans have

freedom of Noun , freedom of speech, freedom of the Noun , freedom to meet together in

groups, and freedom to ask the government for help. The second amendment gives Noun the right to

own weapons. The third amendment Verb - Present ends in S the privacy of people's homes. The fourth

amendment states that Noun must have a court order to Verb - Base Form people's Noun .

The fifth amendment says that no person can be tried for a crime more than once. A Adjective trial is a

right given in the sixth amendment. A Noun accused of a serious crime is guaranteed by the seventh

amendment a trial by jury if the person wants. According to the eighth amendment, bail, fines, and

Noun for a crime must be Adjective . The ninth amendment states that Americans will enjoy

many more rights even though they are not Verb - Past Tense in the Constitution. The tenth amendment says

that the federal government can only do what the Constitution gives it the power to do.
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